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ABSTRACT
In a declining role, the educational philosopher

might be able to revive his own role through the current call for
educational reform amidst America's latest "educational crisis." The
educational issues raised by Illich, Silberman, Skinner and Muller
are analyzed in detail for they provide the basis for such a revived
role. Particularly, neo-behaviorism, and especially Skinnerianism, is
viewed as highly untenable. Thus, the educational philosopher need
not continue in his demise, but he must abandon his traditional
objective neutrality toward educational issues and turn into a
partisan advocate. (Author)
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Abstract

In a declining role, the educational philosopher might

be able to revive his own role through the current call for

educational reform amidst America's latest "educational

crisis." The educational issues raised by Illich, Silberman,

Skinner and Muller are analyzed in detail for they provide

the basis for such a revived role. Particularly, neo-

behaviorism, and especially Skinnerianiem, is seen as highly

untenable and vulgar. Thus, the educational philosopher

need not continue in his demise, but he must abandon his

traditional objective neutrality tcward educational issues

and turn into a partisan advoccLe.
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(A paper presented April 16, 1974 at the American Educational Research

Association's annual meeting, Chicago, Illinois)

Colonial and nineteenth century America's unifying educational principle
around the "common or democratic faith," observed Crawford and Brown, had
never been clearly nor systematically formulated by American society nor by
its educational establishment. The time had arrived, they further contended,
for American education to develop through existentialist theory both a social
as well as a personal mortlity, the former by American society itself, the
latter by the individual. However, this task raid not seem to be a simple
one: the contest between value, including the moral, on the one hand, and the
power, including educator professional autonomy and community control over
education on the other, said Tyack, often collided and currently nostalgic
old-timers as well as sophisticated radicals alike called for the decentrali-
zation of schools and some form of participatory democracy over their control.2

Amidst such a current educational crisis, if it judiciously can be so
recognized, stood America's intellectuals, a nebulous group whom George
Wallace identified as ones who could not "even park their bicycles" or for
Jacques Barzun "anyone who carried a briefcase." More definitively, however,
Jill Conway, professor of American intellectual and social history at the Uni-
versity of Toronto, observed that America's intellectuals divided themselves
into two classes" the strongly alienated unable to respond to the American
"domestic sentiment" and the homaguard heavily steeped with the capitalistic
ethos. The former became expatriates; the latter in the words of Santayana,
"clergymen without r church."3

It was here, it seemed, that today's educational philosopher had a unique
obligation to reassess America's so called "current educational crisis"
and make. his voice heard. And he had to do so ex cathedra for, according
to Erwin, spiritual grace now seemed to be passing from the intellectuals to
the moralists and the activists.4 By provoking discussion about values,
morality, and current educational change, the educational philosopher, further-
more, must neither be an expatriate nor a briefcase-carrying, churchless
clergyman, but a partisan advocate. In the words of Lucas:

Since provoking liscussion is usually more important than
analyzing it to death, the shibboleth of objective neutrality
in philosophic matters needs to be abandoned. One would hope
the philosopher of education is uniquely qualified to present
a partisan position.5

As a result, I should like to invite the educational philosopher's attention
to the following regarding the current educational crisis and the morality
within its present value system.
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Public and higher education in America had never in its last fifty years
or so been without criticism as well as self-evaluation. The 1970-71 period
had witnessed at least four full length books aimed at ele "new crisis" in
education, although education had been moving from one crisis to another since
the era of progressivism, Sputnik I, and the most recent behavioral-existen-
tialist debate. "The mood of 1971 is propitious," observed Ivan 'Mich in
his Deschooling Society "for a major change of direction in search of a hopeful
future. Institutional goals continuously contradict institutional products
We can recognize universal schooling as a culmination of the Promethean enter-
prise, and speak about the alternative as a w.371d fit to live it for Epimethean
man."

Epimetheus? Afterthinker? The Greek mythological brother of Prometheus
and husband of Pandora? 'Mutt kind of modern man this? He was, said Illich,
a man determined to discover anew the distinction between hope and expectation,
Illich's educational revolution would abolish professional and institutional
control of educational values; and his full deschooling of society would "blur
the distinctions between economics, education, and politics." By deschooling
American society exid disfranchising its existing educational establishment,
Illich's Epimethean man w)uld be "hopeful man," calling upon American education
only as he saw fit for his own private needs.

Illich's radical assessment for change suffered both from its methodological
point of view as well as its insufficient radicalism, held Gintis.6 First,
Illich's methodology of total critique and negation with his incomplete analysis
stemmed from Illich's choice through the dialectical, namely, that American
society "as was" (thesis), entertained its own negation (antithesis), and over-
came both in a radical reconceptualization of its own educational establishment
(synthesis). With this type of ne3ation, asserted Gintis, the American concep-
tions of the Good Life--consumption and education, the welfare stave and corpor-
ate manipulation --were demystified and laid "bare in the light of critical,
negative though." However, Illich stopped short of total radicalization, Gintis
also argued: the necessary ingredients for total educational change lay in po-
litical radicalization which the social relations of education were altered
through "genuine 3truggje," including the mechanisms of power an3 privilege in
the American economic sphere.

And how did Gintis justify this From America's change from an agricul-
tural to an industral society, the "conflict of economic interests eventually
culminated in the functional reorientation of the educational system to new
labor force compatible with its factory system by drawing from a predominantly
agricultural populace. Later, a second educational crisis resulted from the
economy's need to import peasant European labor. The latter's social relations
with production and ethnic cultures were incompatible with industrial wage-labor
theory. With these two crises, America resolved the problem by creating its
current hierarchical centralized system corresponding to the ascendance of cor-
porate production. Therefore, argued Gintis, even today employers hired in re-
lation to capitalistic production, that is, they paid most willingly for certait
affective traits possessed by their future employees, namely, personality trait:
attitudes, and modes of self-preservation. All these, of course, were also educ:
tionally related traits and the established cultural relationship between capi-
talistic education and production was there. "Just as workers are alienated fror
both the process and the product of their work activities and must be rewarded
by the external reward of pay and hierarchical status," said Gintis, "so the
student learns to operate efficiently through the external reward of grades and
promotion, effectively alienated from the process of education, learning, and
its product, knewledge."7
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While both Illich and Gintis wanted to deemphasize the mass, formal
structure of education to America's economy, Charles E. Silberman in Crisis
in the Classroom: The Remaking of American Education claimed the current
educational crisis was not how to increase the efficiency of the schools;
rather it was how to create and maintain a humane society. "A society whose
schools are inhumane, "observed Silberman, "is not likely to be humane itself."
Education as a full-blown enterprise should continue, he said, but ita
"humanization" could be best achieved through greater informalization.
Silberman found support for his thesis, among others, in Dewey, Piaget,
Montessori, Bruner, Goodman and Goodlad. At times, it was difficult to see
the new in Silberman's thinking with his reliance on educational thought of
the past: humanization, like motherhood, is a near noncontroversial issue
and Silberman's book better met the test for a thorough assessment of current
educational practices within the school rather than a proposal for a radical
change in the total American educational enterprise, despite his assertions
to the contrary.

Probably more heat has been generated by Skinner in his Beyond Freedom
and Dignity than the words of Illich or Silberman. Both the literatures of
freedom and dignity, said Skinner, rallied around too much individualism:
"Man's struggle for his freedom is not due to a will to be free, but .to certain
behavioral processes characteristic of the human organism, the chief effect of
which is the avoidance of, or escape from so-called adversive features of the
environment." In a like manner, the concern for individual man's dignity
"opposes advances in technology, including a technology of behavior, because
they destroy chances to be admired and a basic analysis because it offers an
.alternative explanation of behavior for which the individual himself has
previously been given credit." Skianftr's call was not for Illich's Epimethean
man, but for a man who could control his environment and manipulate it scienti-
fically to his own choosing.

Skinner naturally would not be without his critics. Arthur Toynbee noted
that man's own self-determination was also a causative factor in human behavior
in addition to Skinner's heavy emphasis on environment. Noting Skinner's
rather ambiguous use c' his proposed man's self-control, Toynbee sensed an
incompatability in Skinner's own thesis, namely, that some, not all the partici-
pants in.Skinner's new society would design cultural practices, create cultural
environments, and thus control the behavior of others. Then contrary to
Skinner's assertion freedom to act by man was not a delusion; on the contrary,
a human being could exercise initiative and thus his behavior was not determined
wholly by genetic endowment and social setting.

To the contrary, retorted Skinner, freedom to the present had become a
convenient watch-word applied against tyranny and elitism, the latter causing
some to control others by negative reinforcement and punishment. Humanity
no longer could afford autonomous man for besides this delusory freedom, his
acknowledged individual dignity had been mo more than society's method of
praising him for his acts of generosity, courage., and self-racrifice with the
simultaneous threats of pressure and punishment .o

Skinner's rather coherent statement about the relationship between man
and society was a masterpiece for the basic thesis in Beyond Freedom and Dignity
rested on experiment rather than philosophy or introspection, claimed Platt.
He further noted Skinner's advocacy of a behavioral-evolutionary basis for
ethics and the teaching of moral values.9 Accordingly, first, ethics became
ineffective unless it included actual behavioral as well as valuing practices.
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These had to come by the conscious and deliberate shaping of the behavioral
education of the young. Second, ethics had meaning only within the framework
of its ultimate contribution to the longer-run and larser-scale survival of
the biological system surrounding man and his culture. 10

Nevertheless, the behaviorist's own behaviorism, did not completely
license him to choose among several alternative behavioral specifications
whenever there was more than one way to specify, and thus to operationalize,
a behavioral concept. Of equal, if not greater importance, was the fact that
the behaviorist could not justify his selection of an educational objective
stated in behavioristic as opposed to one stated in non-behavioristic terms,
Certainly, this crucial decision had to represent a choice other than the
behaviorist's own behaviorism. Frequently, this decision amounted to no more
than a silly notion to define an educational objective in behavioristic terms
by introducing an activity verb. For example, the non-behaviorally stated
educational objective "to have the pupil understand modern poetry" altered
to the behaviorally-stated "to have the pupil write a critical essay on modern
poetry" did not in and of itself clinch the ultimate wisdom of the behaviorist's
own decision. In the end, let the educational philosopher recognize the near
meaninglessness of such concepts as ")ehaviorism" and "behavioristic educational
objectives." They allude to virtually noCiing as do such other familiar edu-
cational homilies as "to educate the whole child" and "to teach children, not
subject matter."

Thus, argued the behaviorist, including Skinner other human beings, other
than the behaviorist himself had no option whatever on choice and selection;
these, too, were manifestations of genetics and environment and not a free
will manifestation of a self. The absolutism of genetics and environment on
man's behavior included even his creativity, said Skinner. The poet, for
example, could no more take credit for the poem he "created" than a goose
capable of laying a golden egg. Why? Because, certain genetic and environmental
forces merged at a certain time in a certain locus to produce the poem. Although
unlike the mother with her child, the poet did have access of his poem during
its gestation and he could tinker with it, modify it, and thus compose it,
nevertheless, the poem itself also came ultimately from genetic and environmental
forces--this time from the poets own past history, verbal and otherwise.
"Having a poem," summarized Skinner, "like having a baby is in large part
a matter of exploration and discovery, and both poet and mother are often
surprised by what they produce." In essence, new life forms were created by
the contingencies of survival and, selection of the fittest through survival
became a special kind of causality. This consequently denied any form of
creative contribution by any individual human being and his so-called creative
individuality had to be e;:plained as a product of his previous genetic and
environmental history. The furor this theory treated, held Skinner, thus
threatened the poet's autonomy for it, like other autonomies, argued in terms
of individual dignity and freedom, and thus it was to conceive it as the un-
caused. To wait, for a genius or a genie was to make a "virtue of ignorance"
and, at the same time, to ignore genetics and environment in biological expla-
nation.12

Thus in the current era of neo-behaviorism appeared a new wizard, the shaman
of scienticism. He had three distinguishing characteristics, said Malachi.l3
First, he had to be a scientist; second, to proceed from scientist to scientian--
an achievement of the few--he had to extrapolate the currently known data of
his field--and, if necessary, the data of other branches of science--in order
to discourse on the whole of man, including specifically, ethics, morality,
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humanism, and religious instinct--all the sn-called "inner things of man."
Third, the scientian's extrapolations led him to crurch for an evil, reality in
man's world, while for Skinner became "the cast-irm effect of environment on
human behavior and the nefarious literatures of freedom and dignity (by which
Skinner seemed eventually to mean all literature except the literature of
behavioriem)+constituted the evil of man's condition."14

Less controversial than Skinner, Muller In Pursuit of Relevance (1971)
addressed himself to young people in their quest for new values and life styles
more satisfying to their own self-realization and self-expression. Muller
touched on a myred of subject areas--the relevance of the humanities, the
uses and abuses of history--but specifically concerned himself to the issue of
what it was that made education relevant. The decent society, he maintained,
allowed for free inquiry, criticism, and peaceful dissent and the traditional
cardinal virtues of tolerance and civility become educational ends in them-
selves. Muller's call for the new educated was the man of vision, educated
to realize that power did not derive from possession, privilege or circumstance,
but rather was rooted in "love, reflectiveness, reason, and creativity."15

Through perhaps a too lengthy review, I think that I have touched on the
principal points of call for educational change in America and the forces which
seek to achieve such a change. The principal forces, especially in current
educational thought, of course, are the educational fiber arians, such as
Illich and Silberman, and Skinner and his neo-behaviorist followers. Neither
group, it seemed, had assessed the true nature of the demand for educational
change except perhaps Willer. Here is then, where the educational philosopher,
as a partisan to his own advocacy, must add the finishing touches to an in-
complete picture.

As an intellectual, he, first, must realize that tension as well as am-
bivalence have characterized throughout history the relations between intell-
ectuals on the one hand, and those in power and authority, on the other. This
ambivalence and tension can be explained by the intellectual's role specializa-
tions as well as his common participation with political authorities in both the
symbolic and organizational aspects in the institutionalization of cultural tra-
dition.16 As a result, among the philosophers, the educational philosopher is
in no position to state concrete "aims or "objectives" for education, although
he frequently is expected to do so. "It is as though the eeucational philoso-
pher," observed Waks, "is both a hedgehog and a fox; he knows one big thing and
many little things. He knows the will of God, or the nature of things, and
from this he in some deduces the aim of teaching r'eventh year math."17

Rather than be concerned with such behavioristic nonsense, the educational
philosopher's principal concern must become the new morality and its Uppracts
upon current educational change.

Observed Gustafson in this respect:

The fear whether 'from) an unjust God, a harsh father or king,
or a life of want unless one worked terribly hard which underlaid
the old morality is no longer a large part of life in America. But
the need for some morality is with us still. Moral autonomy, the in-
dependent arrival at a conviction of one's own accountability toward
che's fellow man, the rational and emotional acceptance of justice
as the most proper atmosphere in which all individuals can flourish,
including one's own secret self--this is the new morality toward
which we care to guide ourselves and other people.18
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With America's present age of materialistic aplenty, the Jld adage tLat
"if you do not work hard at school, you will starve or become a common workmanu
has now shifted to "if you do not work hard at school and if you do not
acquire the will power to keep up the habit through life, you will be bored
and unhappy." Such a newly-acquired habit for a first principle in life,
held Gabor, must be inculcated in youth at an early age for only the few
exceptional learned without effort.19 Moreover, because postwar youth now
was non-ascetic, antitechnological, anti-academic, non-violent, and highly
participatory within its own peer groups, the educational setting for the new
morality seemed to have shifted from the formal classroom atmosphere to an
informal personalistic life style with a high degree of self-identification
with youth's own generation.20

Thus, even the plea by Schmitz for the acknowledgment in moral value of a
"proper or legitimate authority" can be perceived as having in today's excessive,
youthful individualism a highly subjective ingredient if the new permissiveness
in life style demands that an individual's own view of the world be entirely
on his own basis rather than any form of collective consensus whatever.21

Examined in this light, the educational philosopher might readily note that
the young view their situation as either hopelessly deterministic or compul-
sively free. The first led to deep cynicism; the second, to an implusive, if
not almost compulsive, resistance or affirmation. If either effort, said
Palmer, led to a head-on assault to seek change, then it would be identified 1
as a compulsive act of free will, a rather feeble means through which to create
a realignment of individual experience.22

In conclusion, then, how does the educational philosopher become a
partisan advocate in relation to the new morality? Probably by reaffirming
that which the educational libertarians and the neo-behavioristie cited in this
study have either overlooked or failed to emphasize or, in fact, were incapable
because of their behavioristic myopia to even challenge. In this respect, I
would rather quote Muller than convey the idea that this was a personal, intui-
tive propo.al of my own for I would rather have the external evidence speak for
itself. Said Muller:

My thesis is that the most important contribution tile humanities
(and this included the educational philosopher) could make to education
for the future is a basic study of the problems of human values and
human judgments that students are not trained to make in the social
and behavioral sciences, whose approved methodologies do not lend
themselves to such purposes, but rather support the common illusion
that true science is value free as well as judgments that call for
more knowledge of the past than up-to-date scientists usually have.23

We need not, therefore, witness the demise of the educational philosopher
nor allow for his replacement by the scientian, such as Skinner, but he must
rather rapidly, I think, abandon any position of objective neutrality and
become an advocate to the new morality; namely, the new life style with its
demands for educational chance.
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